
When growing up Good Friday was always an odd day.  Mom would be 

insisting that we observe the solemnity of the day which meant you 

were to fast.  “Get out of the fridge you don’t need anything to eat.”  

“You are not dying of hunger your just bored.”  And my father would be 

in a foul mood because what good was a day off school if he couldn’t 

put us to work.  For those who don’t know, I grew up on a farm and so 

for my father a spring day with us at home should be spent doing such 

fun things as fixing fences, hauling manure or my favorite, going up and 

down the fields picking stones in preparation for planting.   We should 

be working, be productive instead of spending so much time in church.  

We had a problem, stopping, being hungry, being unproductive, and 

being empty.   

The Liturgy of the Hours or the Breviary is the prayer book that the 

priests and religious are required to say as part of our vows.  One of the 

offices is called the Office of Readings which consists in addition to the 

psalms two longer readings, one from the scriptures and one from the 

writings of the saints or a document of the church.  Earlier this week on 

Tuesday the extra-biblical reading was from the writings of St. Basil who 

was reflecting on our sharing in the death of Christ.  He writes,  

“To attain holiness, then, we must not only pattern our lives on Christ’s 

by being gentle, humble, and patient, we must also imitate him in his 

death.  We imitate Christ’s death by being buried with him in baptism.  

If we ask what this kind of burial means and what benefit we may hope 

to derive from it, it means first of all making a complete break with our 

former way of life, and our Lord himself said that this cannot be done 

unless a man is born again.  In other words, we have to begin a new life, 

and we cannot do so until our previous life has been brought to an end.  

When runners reach the turning point on a racecourse, they have to 



pause briefly before they can go back in the opposite direction.  So also 

when we wish to reverse the direction of our lives there must be a 

pause, or a death, to mark the end of one life and the beginning of 

another.“ 

Today, Good Friday we commemorate the death of the Lord and St. 

Basil tells us that to be baptized is to be buried with him in death and to 

be incorporated into his death we have to be converted. To change 

direction we have to pause, stop and let the old life die. We have to 

stop and change direction.   

As we recall the death of the Lord, can we enter into a Good Friday 

pause?  And in that pause reflect on our lives.  In what ways do I need 

to be converted?  What needs to die with the Lord?  What needs to be 

buried with him in baptism so that I may rise to new life?  

 


